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1 Introduction
Cloud Computing provides availability of a large amount of resources in a
seamless and tailored way to a vast public of users, following the paradigm of
computation as a utility, which, like all the more traditional utilities, comes
with an associated cost. Users can access resources through facilitated inter-
faces supported by the vast majority of service providers. However, non-trivial
Cloud Computing usually requires advanced skills to configure and manage
the computation in an optimal way. Configuration and management of the
available resources might include either selection of “optimal” parameters for
the utilized software in order to efficiently use the available resources, or se-
lection of the “optimal” hardware resources in order to minimize renting cost
and maximize efficiency.
Very relevant is the trade-off between efficiency and costs, which is also typ-
ically quite difficult to manage, because of intrinsic unpredictability of compu-
tation and the consequent lack of accurate cost models for these architectures.
Even if the unit cost of different architecture components, e.g. bandwidth, dif-
ferent classes of virtual machines and storage, is known, determining before-
hand the exact cost of running a complex parallel or distributed application
over different, possibly dynamic, configurations is currently an open problem.
Several approaches address the problem as a multi-objective optimisation
problem on (very) simplified “theoretical models” of the architecture. These
models are general and typically unrelated to the specific performances of the
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 architecture for the specific problem at hand . For instance, in [8] different vir-
tual machines are abstracted in terms of their brute Gb-per-second theoretical
processing capability.
Another class of approaches is based on “experimental models”, which build
on top of knowledge about past executions. For instance, in [6] past executions
are clustered in classes of problems, whose optimal time and cost configuration
can be inferred from past experience. Then, mapping the problem at hand to
one of such classes gives indications about how to configure Cloud Computing
architectures for best time and cost performances.
A critical aspect of the above modelling approaches is the difficulty, i.e.
the cost ultimately, of collecting suitable information for devising accurate and
specific cost models for the problem at hand . Theoretical approaches by-pass
such costs, losing accuracy. Experimental approaches increase accuracy, but at
the cost of accumulating enough experience and hence potentially undermin-
ing the cost-optimisation goals. Furthermore, properly mapping the specific
problem under consideration to the so-far available experience base might be
difficult and introduces back a loss of accuracy.
Bridging the two approaches, we investigate the possibility of building a
model from limited experimental information on a specific problem, on top of
which we build a “theoretical” model. The model, then, reflects some specific
information about the problem at hand , hence improving domain knowledge
with respect to the theoretical approaches, but the price needed to accumulate
large experimental knowledge is waived.
On top of our model, we perform state of the art evolutionary multi-
objective optimisation to discover optimal configurations. Multi-objective op-
timization formulations have been well established and widely adapted in var-
ious fields of Software Engineering [5], such as Requirements Engineering [10],
Software Testing [3, 9] and Cloud Computing [4].
2 Combining models and experimental data for optimised cost
predictions
We focus on (simplistic) variants of the MapReduce programming model [1],
as provided by the Amazon EC2 Cloud. MapReduce is very relevant in Cloud
Computing as it provides a high-level programming interface easing the devel-
opment of efficient, scalable and robust applications and services.
We initially consider three benchmark problems, one CPU bounded, one
I/O bounded and one making a large use of bandwidth. These broad cat-
egories characterise several aspects of Cloud Computing, other choices are
possible. For each benchmark, a minimal configuration of the problem, a sin-
gle task, is executed in one instance, i.e. a virtual machine, provided by EC2.
Small, medium and large instances are available with different performances
and costs. We hence use averaged minimal tasks, i.e. uniform representatives
of tasks computational requirements, to experimentally gauge instances per-
formances on the specific problem at hand. Then, we develop a theoretical
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 model that gives an approximation of how performances scale up when many
tasks are executed on combinations of several instances of different kinds. The
models are based on theoretical limits of performance scaling, and may con-
sider, where appropriate, the cost of distributing data and collecting results,
again inferred from simple (simplistic) experimental measurements, the costs
associated to storage, and specific costing policies, such as pricing per tempo-
ral intervals of a given duration, and other problem- and architecture-specific
information.
On top of our model, we formulate a multi-objective optimisation to tackle
resource allocation and task scheduling. We use multi-objective optimisation
analysis to determine optimal configurations of resources (number and kind
of instances) and schedule of tasks. More precisely, we aim at minimising
both execution costs for the MapReduce execution, and its completion time
(makespan). Although, we focus on these two objectives, the formulation is
general and capable of handling more objectives, based on the optimisation
needs of the user.
In the current study, we utilise two well known evolutionary multi-objective
algorithms that have demonstrated efficient behaviour in Search-based Soft-
ware Engineering optimisation problems, namely the Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [2], and the Two-Archive algorithm (TAEA) [7].
NSGA-II uses a fast non-dominated sorting procedure to enhance the diver-
sity and the quality of the resulting solutions, while TAEA incorporates two
archives with different properties to save potentially good solutions. The for-
mer aims at enhancing the diversity of the solutions found, while the latter
aims at enhancing the convergence of the algorithm to the real Pareto front. In
the current setting the representation of a solution encodes both the resource
allocation and task scheduling goals, while both algorithms have been used
with their default search and parameter settings.
An extensive empirical verification of the proposed methodology has been
designed. The algorithmic part of the methodology can be enriched by devel-
oping an adaptive hyper-heuristic version of the algorithms mentioned above
to enhance their searching abilities and their performance in terms of locating
optimal and diverse solutions.
A key challenge for the proposed methodology is to enable the user to
make fast and cost/performance optimal decisions when configuring Cloud
Computing services for novel MapReduce based problems. User decisions will
be less dependent on costly and hard-to-generalise past experimental infor-
mation than the decisions based on traditional “experimental approaches”,
and a bit more informed on the problem at hand than the decisions based on
“theoretical approaches”.
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